move noiselessly about, grace and refinement in every movement. For
what, might we ask? Crudely, but with a smile we say simply, *Gohan*.
Leaving all to them. What else to do?
Now take the clean pine twin-sticks in your fingers, break them apart.
The hashi are fresh, for use but once, and do your best by the steaming
rice as the cover is lifted from the big black lacquered bowls. Rice like that
is cooked only in Japan. The pretty maid Ells and refills our smaller red
lacquer bowls from the large black one. The perfectly done fish on the
Nabeshima china on the trays may please you. Savoury fish-soups under
cover in the delicately lacquered patterns of the covered golden bowls may
not. You are unaccustomed to fish-soup? Curiously designed sweets are laid
out on the painted, gaily decorated stands. They are disappointing to us,
not sweet enough as we know sweets. Meantime distant drums have been
beating beneath the other sounds—beating, as we now become aware, in
strange, secretly frustrating rhythms. The ear strives and fails to catch the
rhythm—syncopated like nothing so much as raindrops falling from the
eaves on hollow metal. Then, tired of eating or the attempt to eat, the
little musme bring in pretty woven baskets, in each a steaming wet towel
wrung dry, and they offer it to us in a separate basket. We refresh our
hands and faces. They are gently regarding us the while with shy amuse-
ment. The little musme break into gales of laughter as we groan and
awkwardly stretch our legs to take the strange kinks out of them, or as we
fall back to our knees in the attempt to rise after sitting so long on our
heels. Sofa had nothing to do with it but it might have had.
All the while, to and fro in the corridors, Geisha parties undulate noise-
lessly to and fro, samisen in hand, faces crimsoned slightly at the temples,
foreheads and cheeks whitened all over to the brilliant-scarlet lips. All just
as Harunobu, Kiyonaga and Utamaro, Shunsho and Shigemasa faithfully
recorded it so the world might never lose it. A fine lady plays the koto, the
koto's graceful length laid upon the expanse of matting. She kneels over
it and caresses minor chords from it. Then say—as you will—esuch gentle-
ness I7 * Such good sense in elegant simplicity!' With what disciplined
beauty Japan has mingled the uses and purposes of everyday life!
Mingled? No. Made the necessities of life beautiful. This is civilization,
you say. Feeling it all too good to be true. There must be some sinister side
to the picture, lurking out there in the dark! Maybe! This is the East you
know— And the scepticism from the West looks warily about. Now we
have seen nothing, yet, immoral.
But of course it is. It must be.
Ugliness being a kind of virtue in the West, beauty must be immoral
in the East. But it all seems so innocent, naive and charming.
Come now and we shall see the Oriental Courtesan, favourite subject of
the prints and the basis of much reproof*
Immoral in this land of the rising sun? No. Only unmoral.
But can what is naturally sordid be made beautiful?
Well, we climb into a sitting posture, knees up to our chins, crammed
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